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Batman: Return to Arkham thrusts players back into the environments of Arkham Asylum and
Arkham City with a remastered graphics engine and all DLC. Return to Arkham and experience two
of the most critically acclaimed titles of the last generation - Batman: Arkham Asylum and Batman:
Arkham City, with fully remastered and updated visuals. Batman: Return to Arkham includes the
comprehensive versions of both games and includes all previously released additional content.
Batman: Arkham Asylum exposes players to a dark and atmospheric adventure that takes them into
the depths of Arkham Asylum - Gotham City's high security psychiatric hospital for the criminally
insane. Use Batman's legendary gadgetry, strike from the shadows, and confront The Joker and
Gotham City's most notorious super villains. Batman: Arkham City sends players soaring into Arkham
City - a heavily fortified sprawling district in the heart of Gotham City. Batman Arkham City
introduces a brand-new story that draws together an all-star cast of classic characters and
murderous villains from the Batman universe, as well as new and enhanced gameplay features. I
have always enjoyed this game series. The updated graphics just continue to make a great game
even better. With a plus there is always a minus. I have been playing through Arkham Asylum the
past few nights and I have experienced a few glitches. The first glitch I got stuck on the floor and
could not walk away no matter what I did. Had to restart the level. The second glitch was looking for
the doctors. The level would not continue on and the game went to the search mode for Gordon.
Luckily I was able to enter a door and return to the glitched room which was now working. I'm sure
there will be a future patch to correct these minor glitches. Batman: Return to Arkham thrusts
players back into the environments of Arkham Asylum and Arkham City with a remastered graphics
engine and all DLC. Return to Arkham is the exact same thing all over again with better graphics it
packs the first 2 games in the franchise Batman: Arkham Asylum and Arkham City all those people
who talk about the glitches i'm pretty sure every game has one although i will kinda complain about
the graphics in some characters and mostly Batman's mouth he looks like he went threw some kind
of plastic surgery but Joker looks good at least and even Sharp looks like Trump met Nixon but
anyways it's still the same exciting games but with better/worse graphics. a5c7b9f00b 
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